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The measurement reported is essentially a refinement of an earlier measurement in which the g factor was
found to &2.4 parts in 106. The method is as follows: 100-keV electrons in 0.2-ltbsec bunches move parallel
to a magnetic field and strike a gold foil. The part of an electron bunch which is scattered at right angles,
and which, consequently, is partially polarized, is trapped in the magnetic field and held for a measured
length of time (up to 1.9 msec). The bunch is then released from the trap and allowed to strike a second
gold foil. The cycle is repeated 500 times per sec. The part of the bunch scattered at right angles by the
second foil strikes a thin-window Geiger counter. The fraction of the bunch scattered into the counter de-
pends upon its final direction of polarization. A plot of the intensity vs trapping time is a cosine curve
whose frequency is the difference between the orbital frequency and the spin precession frequency. This is
related to the g factor as follows: &onmc/Be=a, where g is 2(1+a), own is 27r times the diiference frequency,
8 is the magnetic induction, and m, c, and e have the usual meaning. Thus the "anomaly, " a, is measured
directly. The present experiment is an advance over the earlier one in four main respects: (a) Separation
of the polarization eGect from the background. Alternate groups of 64 electron bunches were held in the trap
for times t and t+ 2 TD, where T~ is the period of alternation of intensity or "di6'erence period. "Counts from
the alternate bunches were accumulated in separate scalers, and the ratio was used as the measure of polar-
ization. This eliminated virtually all instrumental asymmetries associated with counting. (b) Electrostatic
e6'ects. A new vacuum chamber in which all material was eliminated from inside the electron orbits and
removed to a greater distance from the orbits on all sides greatly reduced the effects of stray electric fields
due to surface charges. (c) Magnetic Geld. A new solenoid of increased dimensions, and new proton-resonance
field measuring apparatus were used, to obtain a significant improvement in the mapping of the magnetic
field in the trap. (B appears in the formula for a, and in order to have a trap, B must be slightly nonuni-
form; hence the necessity of mapping B in the trap. ) (d) The beginning of the measured trapping interval
was moved out to about 300 @sec after injection and a time difference method was used. This eliminated all
errors associated with initial structure (bunching) of the electron cloud, and eliminated errors in the knowledge
of the time of injection and capture. The final result is @=0.001 159 622&0.000000 027. In terms of a
series in the Gne structure constant, the experiment gives a=n/2' —(0.32/&0. 005)tx'/n' and theory gives
a =n/2 i0r328a'/. vr'

I. INTRODUCTION

HE measurement reported here is the third and
final in a series of three measurements on the g

factor of the free electron, which have been carried on in
this laboratory over the past decade. All of the experi-
ments employed a Mott double scattering arrangement,
with a magnetic field interposed between the polarizing
and analyzing scatterers. In the first experiment' the
magnetic field was parallel to the electron paths. The g
factor was determined by measuring the rotation of the
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the internal components
in the trapping region.

*This work is supported by the Atomic Energy Commission.' W. H. I.ouisell, R. W, Pidd, and H. R. Crane, Phys. Rev. 94,
'I (1954).

plane of polarization in the magnetic field, and the other
parameters. The result (g=2.00&0.01) was not suffi-
ciently precise to be useful theoretically. The interest
in the experiment lay in the fact that it brought about
the resolution of some questions as to the measurability,
in principle, of the g factor of the electron in the free
state, and opened the way to experiments of greater
precision.

In the second experiment, ' two basic improvements
in method were introduced: (a) The electrons were
trapped in a magnetic "bottle" so that the number of
revolutions of the polarization plane could be very
large, and (b) the difference between the spin precession
frequency and the cyclotron frequency, rather than the
spin precession frequency itself, was measured. The
result of the second experiment was g=2(1+0.0011609
&0.0000024). In spite of the very great improvement
in accuracy, this result fell just short of what was
to be hoped for, in that the uncertainty was just about
equal to the value of the n' term in the theoretical
result. This was made evident by writing the result
of the second experiment and the theoretical result
as series in ot: a=tr/2sr —0.328n'/m' (theory); a=tx/2sr
—(0.1~0.4)tr'/m' (exp), where g=2(1+a). The fact of
being so near to a fully significant result caused the
present authors to undertake a third, and entirely new,

2 A. A. Schupp, R, W, Pidd, and H. R. Crane, Phys. Rev. 121,
1 (1961).
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measurement. The outcome exceeded our minimum
goal of &10% of the n' term, and gave it to within
less than 2%. Consequently, we have dared to label the
third experiment the "final" one in the series.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Scattering and Trapping

Attention is called to Fig. 1. A bunch of electrons
from the gun, moving parallel to the axis of the chamber,
is scattered by a thin gold target. A slit system (not
shown in the figure) allows only those electrons which
are scattered to the right, through an angle of about 89,
to leave the vicinity of the foil. There is present a fixed
magnetic field whose axis of symmetry coincides with
the axis of the chamber, and which is slightly shaped
so as to form a "bottle" for the electrons. The magnetic
center of the bottle is at the gap between the two
cylinders seen in Fig. 1. The electrons which emerge
from the slits, after being scattered, begin a helical
motion in the bottle with a pitch of about 1'. When
the bunch starts its journey, there is a retarding poten-
tial difference across the gap between the two cylinders.
As the bunch progresses from left to right across the
gap, the pitch decreases, because of the potential differ-
ence. The bunch continues some distance to the right
and is rejected from the right-hand end of the magnetic
bottle. Before the bunch recrosses the gap, the potential
difference is reduced to zero. Thus the pitch remains
reduced and the bunch cannot return as far to the left
as the position of the slits. After holding the electrons
in the bottle for an arbitrary length of time, an electric
potential difference is applied to the gap which accel-
erates electrons to the right. Then all those electrons
which happen to be in the left-hand cylinder at the
time are able to escape out of the right-hand end of the
bottle. (It should be mentioned that after the electrons
have been in the trap for about 50 p,sec or more they
are no longer bunched, so about half of them are ejected
regardless of the timing. ) The ejected electrons move
out of the trap in a helix, and strike a second gold foil-
the analyzing target. The ones which are scattered at
about 90', into a direction parallel to the axis of the
chamber, strike a thin-window Geiger counter. The
sequence is repeated 500 times per sec.

Polarization Direction and Detection
of Polarization

In the Grst scattering process, partial polarization of
the electron beam occurs, the direction of polarization
being along the radius of the helix. During the time the
electrons are in the trap, the direction of polarization
rotates around an axis parallel to the magnetic Geld.
If the time between Grst and second scattering is such
that an integral number of half-revolutions is made,
the electrons will strike the second scatterer with their
polarization direction again lined up with the radius

of the helix. This is the condition for maximum right-
left asymmetry in intensity of scattering from the second
foil. Only one counter is used in the geometrical position
shown in Fig. 1. The fraction of the electron bunch
scattered into this counter is a function of the angle
between the direction of polarization and the radius;
more specifically, if 0 is the angle, the fraction scattered
into the counter is A+6 cose where in a typical case 8

is about 5% of A.

ay (e,'), 1 E„ f'p'
=+

py' B, 8ay+1 c'
(2)

where P is e/c, e, is the axial component of velocity in
the trap, E, is the radial electric field, 8, is the axial
component of the magnetic field, and f/2 is the EDM
in Bohr magnetons. The first correction term following
a is due to the finite pitch of the trapped beam. It
should be noted that only a quadratic term appears,
since terms which are linear in v, go to zero when
averaged over a time large compared to the period of
axial oscillation. The second correction term is due to

' H. Mendlowitz and K. M. Case, Phys. Rev. 97, 33 (1955).
4 G. W. Ford (private communication).
5 Although the electric and magnetic fields do not change with

time, electrons move, so the time average of the Geld experienced
by the trapped electrons must be estimated and used.

Quantitative Relations

The orbital, or cyclotron angular velocity is tp, =~p/p,
where ~0 is the "zero-energy" cyclotron angular velocity
or eB/mc; y is (1—e'/c') '"; B is the magnetic induc-
tion; e and m are the charge and mass of the electron,
respectively; and v and c are the velocity of the electron
and the velocity of light, respectively. The spin pre-
cession angular velocity, for electrons moving perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field is'

a,= (up (1/y+ a),

where a is the "g-factor anomaly" in g= 2(1+a). Since
the analyzing assembly has a fixed azimuthal position,
the final direction of polarization changes with time
according to the beat, or difference between u, and cu, .
The two equations above yield the simple relation:
Q)D=Q)pQ and the observable quantity, coD, is a direct
measure of the g-factor anomaly.

For measurements of such precision as we are at-
tempting, certain refinements must be introduced into
Eq. (1).These take into account: (1) the inhomogeneity
of the magnetic field in the trapping region, (2) the
finite pitch of the trapped beam, (3) stray radial
electric fields, and (4) a possible electric dipole moment
(EDM) for the electron. Ford' has obtained an ex-
pression for co, which includes these effects. Using
Ford's result, and denoting the time average by a bar'
or by (), , we get the following expression for the
difference frequency expected in this experiment:
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stray radial electric fields, whose effect is mainly to
shift the cyclotron frequency. The third correction term
gives the effect of a possible electric dipole moment for
the electron. In Sec. V, Eq. (2) is applied to the data
of the experiment to find the value of a.

Method of Observing and Measuring the
"Difference Frequency"

A single counter serves to measure the intensity
asymmetry in the scattering from the analyzing target.
The counts from 64 bunches of electrons, which have
been trapped for a time t, are fed into one sealer. Then
the trapping time is shifted to t+2Tn (where TD is the
period of rotation of the polarization direction at the
analyzing target), and the counts from the next 64
bunches are fed into a second sealer. The apparatus
automatically alternates between these two settings,
until sufficient data have accumulated in the two
scalers. Since a shift in time of ~T~ has the effect of
inverting the polarization, it is equivalent to moving
the counter to the opposite side of the analyzing target.
The ratio of the counting rates in the two scalers
(asymmetry) is measured and plotted as a function of
trapping time. This gives a cosine curve, which yields
~D. The advantage gained by using a single counter in
this way instead of using the more conventional arrange-
ment of two counters on opposite sides of the target is
that all problems associated with differences in sensi-
tivity, solid angle, background rate, etc. , of separate
counters are avoided. This advantage more than com-
pensates for the fact that with the single counter the
total counting rate is halved.

The period T& of the asymmetry cosine curve is
found by measuring the time between two peaks, which
are separated by about 1600 @sec, and then dividing
by the counted number of cycles between the peaks.
Details of the method are given in Sec. IV.

The Principal Problems in the Method

The method just described raises experimental prob-
lems which can be sorted into three main categories:
(1) Determination of the average of the magnetic field
the electrons experience while in the trap. In order to
hold the electrons, the magnetic field must be slightly
nonuniform; therefore, the effective value must be
obtained from a three-dimensional map of the field,
together with information about the orbits of the elec-
trons. (2) The evaluation of, and reduction of, stray
electric fields due to surface charge effects, in the trap.
The radial component of an electric field causes shifts
in the cyclotron frequency and the spin precession fre-
quency which are not the same; consequently, it
affects the difference frequency. (3) Systematic and
statistical errors in the measurement of the difference
frequency. These include counting statistics, time meas-
urements, etc.

III. APPARATUS

Vacuum Chamber

The main vacuum chamber is 12 in. in diameter and
18 ft long. It is made of six sections, of approximately
equal length, bolted end to end by means of fIanges. All
the inner parts of the apparatus are therefore accessible.
The glass insulation for the 100-keV electron gun (see
Fig. 1) and an oil diffusion pump are located at the
left end of the pipe. The center of the trapping region
is about 7~ ft from the left end. A VacIon pump is
located at the right end. Because the VacIon pump
contains permanent magnets, it is located far away
from the trapping region. A baffle plate, having a small
hole for the electron beam to pass through separates
the trapping region and the VacIon pump from the
gun and the oil diffusion pump. This permits a pressure
differential to be maintained, making it possible to
attain the necessary low pressure (about 10 "mm Hg)
in the trapping region. Cold traps are not used, except
for a freon-refrigerated baffle in the oil diffusion pump
line. The envelope and internal parts in the trapping
section were designed in such a way that they could be
baked in place, but this was not found to be necessary.
Needless to say, magnetic materials were avoided.

Internal Components

Inside the vacuum chamber, in the trapping region,
there are just four main components: the electron gun,
the scattering foils, the counter, and the cylinders
which apply the pulsed electric field for catching the
electrons in the trap and ejecting them. The spatial
arrangement of these components is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1. The gun is essentially the same as
the one previously described. ' It is capable of delivering
100-mA peak current for 0.2 p,sec at the voltages up
to 125 kV.

The scattering foils are of commercially available
gold leaf ( 0.2 mg/cm'). The 6rst (polarizing) foil is
mounted in a shield which allows only those scattered
electrons to emerge which will begin the helical path
with about 1-deg pitch.

The single Geiger counter is mounted in such a posi-
tion that electrons scattered through an angle of about
110' will enter it. This is approximately the angle for
maximum asymmetry. A curved slit system between
the foil and the counter passes only electrons which
have been scattered through this angle and which have
not suffered appreciable energy loss. The slit system
reduces background (as measured with the analyzing
target removed) to less than 1%of the normal counting
rate. The counter has a Mylar window of about 2
mg/cm' and is filled with 90% argon and 10% methane
to 10 cm Hg pressure. A clearing field is maintained in
the counter, and at the time of ejection of the electrons
from the trap, the voltage is pulsed into the Geiger
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region. The counter counts either one or zero, for each
cycle of the system.

The cylinders, by means of which the axial electric
trapping and ejecting fields are produced, embody im-

portant improvements over those used previously. In
the previous apparatus there were two pairs of con-
centric cylinders, with enough radial separation to ac-
commodate the trapped electrons. This arrangement
was optimum for its primary purpose, namely, accelera-
tion of the electrons parallel to the axis. But as we now
realize, it was also optimum for the appearance of stray
radial electric fields, due to differences in surface condi-
tions or static charges. In the present apparatus there
are no inner cylinders; in fact, there is nothing inside
the circulating electron cloud. By eliminating all sur-
faces on which static charges can reside inside the
circulating beam, the effect of stray electric fields on
the difference frequency is eliminated in first order.
Although stray electric fields may still be present, those
characterized by lines of force originating and ending
on the inner wall of a cylinder have no net effect in
first order. Only field lines which originate on the
cylinder, go into the region inside the circulating beam,
and then out at the end of the trapping region will have
a first-order eRect. As is shown in the section on results,
a significant reduction in electric field effects resulted
from this simple structural change in the cylinder
system. The cylinders are made of copper and they
are baked at about 150'C before being put in place.

Solenoid

Two requirements had to be met in designing the
solenoid. (1) The region of magnetic field actually used

by trapped electrons is cylindrical in shape, about 6 in.
in diameter and 25 in. long. In this region the field must
have a high degree of cylindrical symmetry and it must
be slightly weaker, by a small fraction of a percent, at
the middle than at the ends. (2) Physically the coil
assembly was required to be removable from the
vacuum chamber assembly to provide accessibility, and
it was also required that it be separate from the vacuum
chamber to allow for baking the latter. An aluminum

spool was made by rolling a plate of 43-in. aluminum

into a cylinder 2 ft in diameter and 8 ft long and adding
end flanges of 1-in. aluminum. These were helium-welded
and machined. This exceedingly rigid spool was wound
with eight layers of No. 10 cotton and enamel-insulated
wire. Two additional layers were wound on the last 17 in.
at each end of the spool. These end-correcting coils were
designed by computation on the IBM 704 to give the
same field at the ends of the trapping region as at the
middle, and it was expected that smaller coils would be
used to give the field the very slight bottle shape
desired for trapping. As it turned out, the trapping
region had the desired field shape without the use of
the last-mentioned coils.

To achieve the required physical flexibility, the spool
is mounted on a stand, which in turn runs on a short
railroad, so that it can be rolled parallel to its axis,
toward the VacIon pump, until the section of the
chamber containing the trapping region is exposed.

Magnetic Field Regulator

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the regulator
system. A coarse series regulator senses and controls
the current labeled I in the figure. A fine parallel
regulator senses the magnetic field in the trapping
region and controls the small fraction (i) of I which
bypasses the solenoid.

The coarse regulator is similar to the one described
in the previous report. ' Its function is only to reduce
drift, transients, and ripple to a suKciently low level
for the fine regulator. Drift in the current passed by
the coarse regulator is less than 0.05% per day after a
30-min warm-up period.

The sensing element of the fine regulator uses a proton
resonance head containing a 12-cc sample of 0.1 molar
cupric chloride solution. This is inside an rf coil 4 cm
long, which in turn is mounted between two sweep
coils 7 cm in diameter. The rf coil constitutes one leg of
a tunable resonant circuit having a Q of about 50. A
crystal-controlled oscillator drives this resonant circuit
through a 10-to-1 attenuator. ' This method has the

s A Pound-Knight osci11ator (reference 9) with a crystal in the
feedback path (reference g) was tried. However, the high Q and
low frequency of the crystal gave too narrow a circuit bandwidth.
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advantage that the driving source is highly stable
while the resonant circuit has a low enough Q to pass
the sidebands of the proton-resonance signal. Any one
of nine crystals can be selected in a frequency range
from 400 to 690 kc/sec, corresponding to magnetic
fields at the resonance head in a range from 94 to 162 G.

The remainder of the fine magnetic field regulator is
of conventional design. 7 The input to the phase detector
is displayed on an oscilloscope as a Lissajous figure,
which indicates deviations of the magnetic field from the
value determined by the crystal frequency. The signal-
to-noise ratio is satisfactorily low. The main sources of
noise are microphonics and 60-cps pickup in the reso-
nance head and in the rf amplifier. Fluctuations of
such low frequency cannot appear in the magnetic
field, however, because of the highly effective "shorted
turn" effect of the aluminum spool on which the
solenoid is wound. The fine regulator has a time con-
stant of 5 sec, so it does not follow ac pickup, micro-
phonics, or rapid transients. The drift in the magnetic
field has been measured and found to be less than one
part in 10' per day.

Apparatus for Mapping the Magnetic Field

The magnetic field in the trapping region is Inapped
by means of a proton resonance head similar to the
one used for regulation of the field. This mapping head
is inserted into the trapping region by removing a
section of vacuum chamber between the trapping region
and the VacIon pump. In this way, the field can be
measured with the trapping cylinders, counting equip-
ment, and vacuum pumps in their normal positions.
The mapping head is mounted in such a way that it
can be moved in azimuth and parallel to the axis of the
pipe but at a fixed radius equal to that of the trapped
electron cloud.

r M. E. Packard, Rev. Sci. Instr. 19, 435 (1948).' R. J. Blume, Rev. Sci. Instr. 29, 574 (1958).

A Pound-Knight marginal oscillator is used to detect
resonance. Of several circuits tried, this one seemed to
give the best combination of sensitivity and versatility.
The oscillator frequency is measured with a Hewlett-
Packard 523D frequency counter which is calibrated
against WWV.

Timing System

A block diagram of the timing system is shown in
Fig. 3. The heart of the system is an Electro-Pulse
5620 A digital delay generator. It provides two pulses
whose spacing can be varied from 1 to 10000 psec in
1 @sec steps. A crystal oven has been added to the
standard clock oscillator to provide additional frequency
stability. The clock rate has been measured by com-
paring it to WWV with a frequency counter.

The timing sequence is as follows. (1) Pulse A
triggers the injection pulser which applies negative
70 V to cylinder I. (2) The gun is pulsed giving a
helical beam in the trapping region. (3) The voltage is
removed from cylinder I, thus trapping electrons. The
timing of this event is critical and is controlled by the
gun pulse-delay line. (4) After the selected trapping
time, pulse 8 triggers the ejection pulser which applies
a negative voltage to cylinder E, ejecting electrons in
the direction of the Geiger counter. At the same time
a pulse has activated the Geiger counter, so that if an
electron is scattered into it, a count is registered. (5)
Ejection and Geiger counter voltages are removed and
the machine is ready for another cycle. The normal
repetition rate is 500 cps.

The scale of 64 circuit shown in Fig. 3 activates an
electronic switch every 64 machine cycles. The switch
alternately switches the trapping time between t (set
by operator) and t+tsT& and simultaneously switches
the Geiger counter output between scalers S1 and S2.
(See Sec. II for a discussion of this method of measuring

e R. V. Pound and W. D. Knight, Rev. Sci. Instr. 21, 219 (1950).
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the asymmetry. ) The switcher delay is set to about ts Tz&.

This setting is not critical; an error of +50% would
reduce the asymmetry amplitude by only 30%.

Except for the timing-pulse generator and the
switcher, the timing system is similar to the one which
is described in detail in the previous publication. ' How-
ever, many of the "home-brew" circuits have been
replaced with commercially made equipment and, as a
result, the stability and reliability of the timing system
have been improved.

IV. MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Mapping of the Magnetic Field

The magnetic 6eld at the beam radius is measured
as a function of azimuth and axial distance from the
center of the trapping region. The held is found to
vary with azimuth, the maximum variation from the
average being about 30 parts in 10'. The average of
four azimuthal measurements at each setting of s is
used for computing the average 6eld experienced by
the circulating electron. In Fig. 4 the azimuthally
averaged field, plotted against s, is compared to the
field B(Mon) measured by the fixed proton resonance
monitor head located in the solenoid. The proton
resonance head which measures B(Mon) is similar to
the ones used for the regulation and the mapping of the
magnetic field. The field at this monitor head is meas-
ured periodically during the mapping of the 6eld so it
serves as a check on the held regulator.

The field was mapped several times, on diferent
days, and before and after the solenoid had been
moved and then replaced. There were no appreciable
differences in the results. The data from two such 6eld
mappings were averaged to obtain Fig. 4.

Evaluation of the Time-Averaged Magnetic
Field and Pitch Correction Term

As noted earlier, although the magnetic field in the
laboratory system does not change with time, the
magnetic field experienced by the electron in its motion
in the "bottle" does vary with time. This time average
must be evaluated. To do so it is necessary to analyze
the motion of the electron.

The time-averaged magnetic field which an electron
sees while trapped between coordinates s~ and s2 is

2 Zs
B,(s,) = 8— (3)

T(si) „v,
where T(zt) is the period of the axial oscillation and
v, is the instantaneous axial velocity in the trap.
The latter quantity is found from the axial energy
relationship

e~g
—'age, '=— B„ds, (4)

C zy

where ~& is the azimuthal component of the velocity and
is nearly constant everywhere in the trap.

where R is the beam radius. Equations (4) and (5) are
now used to find the instantaneous axial velocity in
terms of measured quantities

v, ={(evsR/mc)[B, (si) B—.(z) 5}'~s . (6)

The quantity actually measured in the 6eld mapping
process is (B,'+B„')'~. This differs from B, by less
than 1 part in 10~ in the trapping region. Therefore, for
purposes of Eq. (6) we use the measured values of
(B '+B ')'i' as B,(s). From Eq. (6) we see that the
value of s2, the amplitude of oscillation in the left-hand
side of the trap, is found from

B,(zs) =B,(si), (7)

where s~ is some chosen amplitude in the right-hand
side of the trap. Therefore, the trapped electrons
oscillate between regions of equal magnetic field
intensity.

The period T(st) of electrons with amplitude si is
given by

, (rNc us Zs

kcv R [B,(s )—B.(s)]'"
T(s,)=2

Substitution of Eqs. (6) and (8) into Eq. (3) and
simpli6cation of the result gives

B.(si) =B,(zi)—
Z2

[B,(si) —B,(z)g'i'ds

Z2

(9)
[B*(si)—B*(s)3'"
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FIG. 4. The magnetic 6eld in the trapping region, averaged in
azimuth, relative to the magnetic Geld at the monitor head. The
values given for Bz(Zr) are those corresponding to electrons in
the energy well at the levels indicated by the dashed lines.

'0 D. T. Wilkinson, Ph.D. thesis, University of Michigan, 1962
(unpublished).

Equation (4) can be expressed in terms of B,. It can
be shown' that, for the magnetic field in the trapping
region, the following relationship is good to 1 part in
20 if (si—zI)5 cm:

E
Bgs=—[B,(si) —B.(s)],

2
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Therefore, the time-averaged magnetic field experienced
by electrons with amplitude 2'1 can be found from
Eq. (9) by integrating functions of the measured mag-
netic field. These integrals have been performed graphi-
cally for the magnetic field shown in Fig. 4. Five values
for 2, 1 were chosen: 35, 31, 27, 19, and 7 cm. The results
for B,(si) are given in Fig. 4 on the horizontal dashed
lines which terminate at the corresponding values of
S1 aild S2.

The maximum amplitude in the trap is indicated in
Fig. 4 by a vertical dashed line at 33.7 cm. This is the
position of the end of the trapping cylinder and the
leading edge of the analyzing target. The maximum
excursion in the left side of the well is then found to be
—30 cm. Therefore, we see from Fig. 4 that the time-
averaged magnetic field, experienced by electrons with
any possible amplitude in the trap must be in the follow-
ing range:

1.000 05 &B,/B (Mon) & 1.000 24. (10)

V(si) =——
C 3.7

where the maximum amplitude has been assigned the
energy level zero. Equation (5) is then used to get

V (si) = ——', (evgR/c) LB,(33.7)—B,(si)]. (12)

Therefore, the energy well has the same shape as the
magnetic field map. For example, the energy scale on
the right-hand side of Fig. 4 corresponds to 81-kV elec-
trons in a magnetic field of about 129 G. Using Eq. (12)
the energy scale can be found for any setting of the
magnetic field and electron energy.

The final data of this experiment were taken at four
diGerent settings of field and energy. Each setting is
denoted by the number of the crystal to which the
magnetic field is locked (X3, X6, X8, or X9).The values
of several experimental parameters are given in Table I
for each of these four settings. The ejection voltages
listed in Table I correspond to the saturation counting
rates and are the values used for the final asymmetry

This range can be narrowed by making use of certain
experimental results. For low ejection pulse voltages,
only electrons trapped with large amplitudes are spilled
out of the energy well. We have found that as the
ejection voltage is increased from zero, counts begin
to appear at about 1 V. This means that there are
electrons trapped with nearly the maximum amplitude.
As the ejection voltage is increased further, a saturation
counting rate is reached. The ejection voltage corre-
sponding to this saturation rate is a measure of the
lowest energy level to which the mell is populated.
Therefore, if we find the amplitude corresponding to
this lowest energy level a new lower limit can be
set in (10).

The energy level of an electron trapped with ampli-
tude s& is given by

eve

TAM, E I. Some experimental parameters for each anal data
setting. The minimum well amplitude is the smallest amplitude
from which electrons are ejected from the well.

Sett1ng X3 X6 X8 X9

Crystal frequency
Magnetic field
Electron energy
Maximum well depth
Ejection voltage
Minimum well

amplitude

(kc/sec)
(G)
(keV)
(eV)
(v)

(cm)

650.12
153
114—65

18

30.4

550.01
129
81—47
26

25.0

450.12
106
56—32
23

18.5

400.08
94
45—27
15

25.0

&z av=
eagan

mC z1

LB,(s,)-B,(s)]'i'dz

z2

Notice that these integrals have already been evaluated
in connection with Eq. (9). The values found for the
pitch correction term for the four final settings are

yu (i,'), = (8.7&1.4)&&10 ' for X3,+1 2

= (5 0&2.2)X10 ' for X6,
= (3 0~2 0)X 10-8 for

= (2 8&1.2)X10 ' for X9,

(15)

where 0.001 16 was used for a and the uncertainties
quoted are due to possible errors in choosing the
values of s, for Eq. (14). Therefore, these uncertainties
come from the same source as the uncertainties in

runs. It should be noted that the ejection voltage used
at each setting was less than the maximum well depth.

The minimum amplitude which electrons can have
and still reach the target on ejection is found from
graphs like Fig. 4. For example, the X6 ejection
voltage is 26 V and we see from Fig. 4 that this corre-
sponds to an amplitude of 25 cm. No electrons with
smaller amplitudes can be ejected. The minimum well
amplitude is listed in Table I for each of the four final
settings. Using these minimum amplitudes, we may
now go back and assign new lower limits in (10). The
resulting time-averaged magnetic fields for trapped
electrons become, then,

B,/B (Mon) = 1.000 220&0.000 020 for X3,
=1.000 198&0.000 042 for X6,
= 1.000 188&0.000 052 for X8,
= 1.000 198&0.000 042 for X9,

where the uncertainties include all possible well levels
from which electrons are ejected.

The time-averaged value of the pitch correction term
in Eq. (2) can also be calculated from the magnetic
field map. We wish to evaluate the time-averaged
square of the axial velocity in the trap. From Eqs.
(6) and (8)
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8,/B(Mon). The values given in Eqs. (13) and (15) are
used in Part IV to find the experimental result for a.

Measurement of the Difference Frequency

1.04

I.OO

.96

PA I R

The ratio of the counting rates at the trapping times
t and t+2 To (see Sec. II) is measured and plotted as a
function of trapping time t. This is referred to as the
asymmetry curve. The period TD of the resulting cosine
curve is found by finding the time between two widely
separated maxima and then dividing by the counted
number of cycles between these maxima. Thus, the
problem is twofold: The accurate measurement of
trapping times corresponding to two maxima, and the
determination of the number of cycles between the
maxima chosen.

Data which would lead to the precise determination
of maxima in the asymmetry curve were taken in two
regions of trapping time: approximately 300 and 1900
@sec. At trapping times of 300 @sec and longer the elec-
tron cloud retains none of the structure associated with
the injection, so the number of electrons released from
the trap is a smooth and slowly decreasing function of
the trapping time. 1900 psec is the longest trapping
time at which reasonable counting rates are obtained.

In all, 36 separate pairs of runs were made for the
determination of To (9 runs at each of the four magnetic
field settings in Table I). A run consisted of measuring
about 2 cycles of the asymmetry curve. Runs were
always taken in pairs, one in the region of 300 psec and
one in the region of 1900 p,sec. The data for the first
four pairs of runs (one pair at each magnetic field

setting) are shown in Fig. 5. In connection with these
four pairs of runs, enough data were also taken at inter-
mediate trapping times to make possible the determina-
tion of the number of cycles S between the two end

points. A similar determination of S was not necessary
for the next 32 pairs of runs because the variation in
the time difference between the two end points, from one
pair of runs to another, was much less than a full period.
In other words, once T had been established in the first
four pairs of runs, there was no possibility of being in
error by a whole cycle in the subsequent measurements.

The procedure for measuring S is as follows: (1) An
estimate is made of the location (on the time axis) of the
two end maxima, Mkpp and M»oo. (2) The position of
another maximum, at about 350 psec, is located by
measuring and plotting a 2-cycle interval as in the
other cases. Enough data are taken all the way along
the time axis between 300 and 350 @sec so that the
number of cycles can be counted. This makes possible
the determination of TD for the 300—350 psec interval,
to about &—',%. From this, cV for the 300—1900 psec in-
terval can be estimated to the same relative accuracy,
which amounts to at most +4 cycles. (3) Enough data
are taken midway between M3pp and M ~gpp to find
whether a maximum or minimum occurs at that place.
Thus it is determined whether E is even or odd. (4)

l.04
IR I,S

I.OO

.96—le

Z~ I.04— RUN PAIR 5, 56 kV

I.OO

.96-

l.04— RUN PAIR DT. , 45 ky

I.OO

Enough data are taken about 3 of the way between
Maop and Mi900 to establish which of Ã —1, X, or X+1
is divisible by 3. Only a single value of E can satisfy
the results of all of the steps described.

The resonant frequency of the monitor head f(Mon)
was also measured periodically during each run. This
served as a check on the magnetic field regulator and
also gave a means of connecting the measurements of
8, and T& which are, of necessity, made at di6erent
times.

Evaluation of the Di6'erence Frequency

An IBM 709 computer was used to obtain the least-
squares fit of a curve of the form y=A cos(cot+/)+C to
each of the runs, a run being a sequence of points ex-
tending over approximately two cycles. Using the value
of It, given by the least-squares fit, the value of the
trapping time corresponding to a maximum in the
asymmetry curve was found, for each run. Table II
gives all of these values. The values for the runs in the
region of 300 psec are labeled M3pp and those for the
runs in the region of 1900 @sec are labeled M~gt)p. Inas-
much as each run included at least two cycles, an arbi-
trary selection had to be made. In the 300-@sec runs
the maximum at the shortest trapping time was selected
for listing in the table, and for the 1900-psec runs the
one at the longest trapping time was selected.

The difference between the times corresponding to
3f3pp and 3fygpp divided by X gives TD in psec. The 36
values of this quantity are given in Table II. Since the
magnetic field regulator was reset after each pair of

I I I I )Q I I I

300 302 304 306 & & l 900 l902 l904 l 906
TRAPPING TIME (+sec)

FIG. 5. Four pairs of asymmetry runs, each pair consisting of
approximately two cycles in the neighborhood of 300- and of
1900-psec trapping time. The asymmetry is the ratio of the count-
ing rates at t and t,+TD/2 as explained in Sec. lV.
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Run
pall

III
VII
XI
XV

XVIII
XXII
XXVI
XXIX
XXXV

Setting

X3
X3
X3
X3
X3
X3
X3
X3
X3

~1900

1902.375
1902.150
1904.475
1904.250
1902.700
1900.700
1902.550
1902.675
1904.850

3f300

301.600
301.350
301.650
301.400
301.900
301.925
301.800
301.850
302.075

~D
N (psec)

793 2.01863
793 2.01866
794 2.01867
794 2.01870
793 2.01866
792 2.01866
793 2.01860
793 2.01869
794 2.01861

TD
f(Mon)

1.311379
1.311394
1.311421
1.311432
1.311428
1.311412
1.311375
1.311432
1.311364

I
V

IX
XIII

XVII
XXI
XXV
XXX

XXXIII

X6 1904.700
X6 1904.825
X6 1902.450
X6 1902.650
X6 1902.725
X6 1902.675
X6 1902.450
X6 1902.575
X6 1902.850

301.275 672
301.425 672
301.450 671
301.600 671
301.750 671
301.600 671
301.400 671
301.550 671
301.825 .671

2.38605
2.38601
2.38599
2.38607
2.38595
2.38610
2.38607
2.38603
2.38603

1.311366
1.311358
1.311323
1.311406
1.311325
1.311410
1.311408
1.311372
1.311376

II
VI
X

XIV
XIX

XXIII
XXVII
XXXII
XXXVI

X8
XS
XS
X8
X8
XS
XS
XS
XS

1904.400
1904.475
1904.525
1904.800
1904.600
1907.425
1904.750
1904.825
1905.100

300.850 550
300.900 550
301.050 550
301.275 550
301.125 550
301.200 551
301.275 550
301.375 550
301.625 550

2.91554
2.91559
2.91541
2.91550
2.91541
2.91511
2.91541
2.91536
2.91541

1.311363
1.311359
1.311261
1.311334
1.311243
1.311123
1.311313
1.311256
1.311276

TABLE II. The results of the 36 pairs of asymmetry runs. The
results of run XXIII were not included in the anal calculation,
for reasons stated elsewhere.

of line with the results of the other 8 pairs of runs in
its group. Tn f(Mon) for run pair XXIII differed from
the average value by more than four times the rms
deviation of the other 8 values of TD f(Mon) from
their mean, indicating that something was wrong with
this measurement. This pair of runs was discarded.

The average value of Tn f(Mon) for the four settings
of magnetic field (and electron energy) obtained from
the four groups of 9 (8 in one case) pairs of asymmetry
runs are:

TD f(Mon) = 1.311382&0.000 013 for X3,
= 1.311 348&0.000 016 for X6,
= 1.313 279&0.000 020 for X8,
= 1.313 227~0.000 026 for X9.

The error given in each case is the result of combining
two errors by taking the square root of the sum of their
squares. One of the errors is an estimate of the error in
measuring f(Mon). The other error is the standard
error of the mean obtained from the averaging of the
results of the 9 (8 in one case) pairs of runs.

An adjustment of 18 parts in 10 is included in the
values given in Eq. (16) to bring the frequency scale of
the trapping time oscillator into agreement with the
standard frequency of WWV. This adjustment is not
included in the figures of Table II.

IV
VIII
XII
XVI
XX

XXIV
XXVIII

XXXI
XXXIV

X9 1906.425 302.575 489 3.27986
X9 1906.525 302.575 489 3.28006
X9 1906.450 302.700 489 3.2 l965
X9 1906.775 302.925 489 3.2 /986
X9 1903.550 302.900 488 3.28002
X9 1903.400 302.800 488 3.27992
X9 1906.850 312.625 486 3.28030
X9 1906.800 302.925 489 3.27991
X9 1910.425 309.650 488 3.28028

1.311222
1.311279
1.311129
1.311180
1.311254
1.311246
1.311372
1.311226
1.311348

&aD mc B(Mon) 1=7
&up e B, Tnf(Mon)

(17)

V. COMPUTATION OF THE g FACTOR

The results of the previous section are now used to
evaluate the left-hand side of Eq. (2). This quantity can
be written as follows:

a- E„x
0.0011600-

o.oo11598- F o1
R 1

0.001159

0.0011594-

0.0011592O

eory

XB XS Xs X9

l t

l5 20
10'

X (GAUSS)

FIG. 6. The measured results plotted against
X where X=1/7'p'Bz

runs, the value of f(Mon) varied slightly between pairs
of runs taken at the same setting of magnetic Geld.
Therefore, the quantity which is averaged over the 9
pairs of runs at each setting is Tn f(Mon). The 36
values of TD f(Mon) are given in Table II.

During the averaging process, one pair of runs
(XXIII) was found to give a result which was far out

where p„ is the gyromagnetic ratio for protons in water.
The last two factors on the right-hand side of Eq. (17)
were evaluated in the previous section. The value of
the particular combination of constants mcyi, /e has
been measured very accurately by Franken and Liebes."
Their value, corrected to apply to protons in water, is
1/(657.465+0.006). Substituting this result and the
values from Eqs. (13) and (16) into Eq. (17) we obtain
the measured values of oiii/foe at each of the four settings
given in Table I. The values in Eq. (15) for the pitch
correction terms are then added in and the following
results are obtained for the three remaining terms
in Eq. (2):

1 Er fsps—j =0.001 159 672&0.000 000 018 for X3,
pcs B, 8u

=0.001 159 690&0.000 000 031 for X6,

=0.001 159 743~0.000 000 045 for XS,

=0.001 159 775&0.000 000 045 for X9.
(18)

"P.Franken and S. Liebes, Phys. Rev. 104, 1197 (1956).
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a= 0.001 159 622&0.000 000 027. (19)

The uncertainty quoted is the estimated error in
locating the intercept and is discussed in Sec. VI. The
slope of the fitted line gives the value for the average
radial electric field as

The uncertainty quoted for each setting is the square
root of the sum of the squares of the independent experi-
mental errors. The sources and magnitudes of these
experimental errors are discussed in detail in Sec. VI.

The magnitudes of the two correction terms in Eq.
(18) are estimated from the energy dependence of the
measured results. In Fig. 6 the values on the right-hand
side of Eq. (18) are plotted against X, where X is
1/(Py 8,) and is the multiplier of E,. The linearity of
the results, when plotted against this quantity, leads
us to make the following assumptions: (1) The observed
energy dependence of the results of Eq. (18) is due to a
constant radial electric field in the trapping region.
(2) The electron has no EDM (f=0).

The two assumptions are justified by the fact that, in
the plot used, an electric Geld would be expected to
produce a straight line relationship with a slope, while
an EDM would be expected to introduce curvature.
Later the second assumption is relaxed and the effect of
a possible EDM is calculated.

On the basis of the two assumptions above, a straight
line is fitted to the points in Fig. 6. The intercept of
this line with the ordinate (X=O) gives the measured
value of the g factor anomaly:

E. Iy

O.OOI I65-

O.OOI I63-

O.OOI I 6I-

~ 0

or Il

Theory
0.00l I 59-

ctor ZI

O.OOII57 1

l5
IO~

X (eauss)

I ~ 1

20 25
t

30

similar to Fig. 6 except that the vertical scale has been
contracted by a factor of 10. Notice the steep slope of
the early results. The slope was decreased by a factor
of 3 when the trapping cylinders were polished, and it
was almost eliminated by removing the inner cylinders.
These results indicate that electric fields due to surface
charging are present in the trapping region and that
they are not strongly dependent upon the energy and
magnetic field settings. For comparison purposes, the
results of the previous experiment (g factor II) are also
shown in Fig. 7.

Fro. 7. Comparison of the g-factor II results (Schupp, Pidd
and Crane) with the present (g factor III) results. The results
labeled early g factor III are those obtained using trapping
cylinders similar to those used in II. The lower line of points
(g factor III) shows the final results, obtained with the improved
trapping cylinder system.

E,= (—1.9~1.2) X10 ' V/cm. (20) VI. ERRORS

If we now relax the second assumption above and
allow the possibility of a nonzero EDM, then another
least-squares Gt can be performed and the three param-
eters e, E„and f can be determined. The values
obtained are

u= 0.001 159 609,

E„=2.0X10 ' V/cm,

(21a)

(21b)

f=3 7X10 ' (EDM. =4X10 's cmXe). (21c)

Therefore, even upon the assumption that there is a
finite EDM, our data give a value for a which is within
the uncertainty limits in Eq. (19).For this reason, and
because there is as yet no separate evidence that f is
not zero, we quote the value in Eq. (19) as our final
result.

There is some experimental evidence to support the
first of the two assumptions above. For the early stages
of the present experiment, trapping cylinders were
used inside the beam radius. As pointed out in Sec. II,
this trapping geometry greatly enhances radial electric
fields due to surface charges. Some of these results
(Early g factor III) are shown in Fig. 7. This figure is

TAsr.E III. Possible experimental errors. The sources of error
in each category are given in the text.

Category

A
B
C
D
E

Limit of
error

Estimate of
error

X3
(ppm)

~20
%12
~ 6
& 8

9

&31

X6
(ppm)

&42
%19
& 8
& 9
& 9

&27

X8
(ppm)

&52
%17
&11
~11

9

&66

&39

X9
(ppm)

~42
%10
&16
&13
& 9

&70

&39

Three types of error contribute to the error in the
final result as given in Eq. (19). First, there are the
errors of measurement, which are of both instrumental
and statistical origin. Second, there is an error associated
with the fitting of the straight line to the data points,
in Fig. 6, and the extrapolation by which the final
value for the g factor is found. Finally, there is the
error (diKcult to estimate) associated with the decision
to use a straight line for fitting the points and making
the extrapolation, i.e., the question as to the validity
of the two assumptions preceeding Eq. (19).
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The errors of measurement are grouped into five
categories, depending upon how they enter the calcula-
tion of the final result. Table III gives the error which
each category introduces into the values on the right-
hand side of Eq. (18). The sources of error which con-
tribute to each category are listed and explained below.

A. The error in the determination of the average
magnetic field experienced by electrons in the trap.
This error arises mostly from errors in assigning an
average amplitude (si) to the axial oscillations of the
trapped electrons. Other errors, which have been in-
cluded under this category, are (1) estimated errors in
the mapping of the magnetic field and (2) errors from
the use of Eq. (5) in the calculation of the average mag-
netic fields. The errors from this category are included
in Eq. (13).

B.The error in the value of the pitch correction term
given by Eq. (15). Most of this error arises from errors
in assigning an average amplitude (si) to the axial
oscillations of the trapped electrons. However, here the
effect on the final result is opposite to that of the error
of category A. Therefore, the signs of the category B
errors are reversed.

C. The error in the measurement of T~. The standard
error in the mean of the results of each group of 9 pairs
of runs is given in Table III. This error includes: (1)
statistical error from the counting process and from
the fitting of cosine curves to the data, (2) errors in
resetting the magnetic field, electron energy, and other
experimental parameters, and (3) error due to slow
changes in surface conditions of the trapping cylinders.

D. The error in f(Mon). A value for the resonant
frequency of the monitor proton resonance head was
assigned to each of the 36 final runs. The error in this
value includes (1) error in locating the true resonance,
and (2) error due to small drifts in the value of f(Mon)
during the course of a run. The errors from categories
C and D are both included in Eq. (16).

E. The error in the value of the quantity me&„/e (see
Sec. V).

Attention is called to the fact that several sources of
systematic error have been eliminated in the present
experiment by measuring T~ between two maxima in
the asymmetry curve, rather than between zero trapping
time and one maximum. These are (a) a "zero correc-
tion" to the trapping time, which would involve the
delays in the pulse circuits and the time spread of the
beam, (b) the effect of l,he electric trapping pulse on
the polarization during the first and final passes of the
bunch across the center of the trap, and (c) the
effect of odd-power terms in the equation for the pitch
correction. The latter follows from the fact that the
number of passes through the trap, in the measured
interval in the asymmetry curve, is necessarily even.

It should be pointed out that the errors in categories
A, 3, D, and E are limits of error. For example, the

error quoted in Category A gives a range of values for
B,/B(Mon) which includes the values corresponding
to all levels of the energy well from which electrons are
ejected. On the other hand, the error in category C is
of statistical origin and the value given is the standard
error of the mean. We believe that the relatively large
quantity of data used in the measurement of T&
justifies the use of a statistical error in this case.

Our estimate of the experimental error is obtained by
taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the
independent experimental errors. Since errors A and B
have the same source (uncertainties in the average am-
plitude in the well), they are added together before being
combined with errors C, D, and E.Thus, the "estimate
of error" is given by $(A+B)'+C'+D'+E~ jv". Errors
A and 8 have opposite signs and, therefore, tend to
cancel. This cancellation is quite good for our X3
setting. The values of the estimate of error, for the
four magnetic field settings, are given in Table III and
in Eq. (18).

The error of the final result quoted in Eq. (19) in-
cludes the error in locating the intercept of the straight
line in Fig. 6. There are several ways in which this error
can be evaluated. We have chosen the following method
because, in view of the types of errors involved, it
seems to be the most reasonable. The X3 measurement
is the most accurate and the most heavily weighted in
fitting the straight line to the measured results. There-
fore, we have assigned an error to the final result which
includes the intercepts of lines fitted to the measured
points X9, XS, and X6, and to any point on the X3
error flag (see Fig. 6). This procedure gives a relatively
conservative estimate of the final error.

If the two assumptions preceding Eq. (19) were not
valid, a further error would be introduced in the final
result. The error which would result from relaxing
only the second assumption has been shown to be small
(see discussion of Eqs. 21). However, if both assump-
tions were invalid, then the straight-line fit used to
obtain the final result would be invalid. That is, if E„
were not constant, then the linearity of the four points
in Fig. 6 would have to be ascribed to an accidental
masking of the effect of an EDM by changes in E,. In
view of the rather wide range of energy used (45 to
114kV) and the excellent linearity of the four measured
points, this possibility seems to us to be quite remote,
and it is ignored in arriving at the final result.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The experimental results for a are now compared to
the current theoretical value. The first two terms" '4

n J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 73, 416 (1948); 74, 1439 (1948);
75, 651 (1949); 76, 790 (1949).I C. M. Sommerfield, Phys. Rev. 107, 328 (1957); Ann. Phys.
(N. Y.) 5, 26 (1958).

'4 A. Petermann, Helv. Phys. Acta'30, 40/ (1957).
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in the theoretical expression give

a(theory) =n/2s. —0.328n'/ms=0. 001 159 615 (22)

a (exp) = n/2~ (0—.327+0.005)n'/m'. (23)

for n '= 137.0391."The experimental value is given in
Eq. (19) and may be written in the following way:

Experimental uncertainty in a

Uncertainty in a from the
uncertainty in me&~/e

Uncertainty in c from the
uncertainty in n

Change in a by the addition
of n'/~s to (22)

23 parts in 10'

9 parts in 10'

5 parts in 10'

11 parts in 10

Therefore, the theoretical and the experimental coeffi-
cients in the n term are in agreement within about 1%.
The two expressions for u above are set forth without
the inclusion of an uncertainty 6gure for n. For the
purpose of displaying the agreement between the
theoretical and experimental values of a, this simplified
treatment seems to be justified by a comfortable, but
not excessively wide, margin. The uncertainty in 0.—,
as estimated by Dumond and Cohen" is ~0.0006.
When this is inserted into (22), it propagates into an
uncertainty of +5 parts in 10' in a(theory). This un-
certainty is smaller, by a factor of about five, than the
present experimental uncertainty in a.

Some remarks may be in order here as to the possi-
bility of, and the usefulness of, further improvements
in the precision of the experiment. As to the possibility:
We estimate that with an intensive effort (at least
another year's work) the precision might be improved
by a factor 2 or 3.However, we can think of no essential
change that could be made in the method, which would
lead to a substantial jump in precision, such as was
obtained between the previous experiment and the
present one.

As to the usefulness of more experimental precision:
Superficially it might appear that we are nearly within
reach of being able to give an experimental value for
the coefficient of the next higher term in the series,
namely the n'/s' term. Although the coefficient of ns/s'
has not been computed theoretically, we note that n'/w'

itself is 1.2&10 ', and that if the coefficient were one,
the effect of the term on u would be about one half the
amount of the present experimental uncertainty. The
use of improved experimental data for this purpose
would be precluded, however, because of the uncertain-
ties in several of the other physical constants that would
be involved. The fact that the problem would become
complicated in several ways at about the same point in
precision is best shown by the following tabulation.

'5 J. W. M. DuMond and E. R. Cohen, Phys. Rev. Letters 1,
291 (1958).

Thus, while a modest improvement in the precision of
the experiment might be of interest in respect to the
interrelations among certain of the constants, it would
not, at the present time, provide a test of the theoretical
formula for a in the order n'/s'. Partly for this reason,
but mainly for experimental reasons, we here conclude
the 10-year effort of the laboratory on the g factor of the
free negative electron.

Brief mention may be made of two other possible
interpretations of the experimental results. If, arbi-
trarily, the theoretical result for the g factor is taken
to be exactly correct, then deviations of the experi-
mental data from it can be regarded as indications of
properties of the electron not included in the theoretical
treatment. One of these is an electric dipole moment.
This was considered in respect to the earlier g-factor
data. "Using the present data, a least-squares 6t of the
left-hand side of Eq. (18) to the values on the right
gives f=3.7&&10 '. Interpreting this value as an upper
limit, we obtain

EDM(electron) (e(4X10 "cm). (24)

It has been pointed out to us by Hammer, "and also by
Petermann, " that yet another approach would be to
interpret the deviations in terms of the finite size of
the electron. These, and perhaps other interesting by-
products, might serve as incentives for seeking ways of
improving the precision of the measurement.
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